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A T the present time the nature of CP-invariance viola-
tion, discovered in the decay K L — 2jr,tl] is not as yet
clear. Consequently search for effects connected with
CP nonconservation in other reactions is important.
The decay K — 3w has been discussed in the papers1

from this point of view. Below we discuss three main
effects that arise in the decays K — 3TT under CP non-
conservation.

One of the more important peculiarities of the decay
K — 3T7 is the comparatively small energy release. This
circumstance leads one to believe that one may expand
the decay amplitude in a series in the energy of the
pions in the neighborhood of the midpoint on a Dalitz
plot and confine oneself to a few terms only. Indeed, the
decay probability is not too badly described by formulas
of the form X2[l + 2a/m2 (si2 - s0)], where s12 = (p -k 3 ) 2 ,
p being the momentum of the K meson, k3 being the mo-
mentum of the odd meson (the TC meson in the decay
K+ — n*i!*i!~, the it* meson in the decay K+ — T T ' W and
the 7i° meson in the decay K20 — v*n'ti°), and s0 being the
value of Si2 at the midpoint in the Dalitz plot. The AT
= % rule requires the total isospin of the pion system to
equal unity and the constants A in the different reactions
are related to each other: X0Ot = A'"0 = -ya\**~ = -'AA000.
An analogous relation holds also among the coupling

• . 00+ +-0 +

constants a: a = a = a a000 = 0.
If the interaction between ti mesons at low energies

is not small (if the scattering lengths of pions are of
order 0.5 m^1 — m^1), then an important role may be
played in the decay amplitude by terms due to rescatter-
ing of the produced particles. In that case the probabil-
ity for the decay K — 3n is describable by a function of
the type A2[l + 2a/m2(s12 - So)], only in the middle of
the Dalitz plot, and may differ at the edges of the plot
since at the edges the amplitude has singularities due
to the rescattering of pions (Fig. 1).

For three-particle production reactions with small
kinetic energy release (of the type of the decay K — 3TT),
a rigorous phenomenological theory may be developed,
analogous to the Bethe-Peierls effective-radius theory
for the deuteron. Within the framework of this theory
the interaction of the pions produced in the decay K —• 3n
can be taken into account. tB'10] Moreover, if the pion
interaction at low energies is not too large (the scatter-
ing lengths of pions are less than or approximately
equal to ni^1), the amplitude can be expanded in a series,
the first term of which is a constant, and the following
terms are of order E1/2, E, E3/2 etc. (where E is the
kinetic energy released in the decay). The singular
terms of order E1/2 have their origin in the diagrams of
the type shown in Fig. la, singular terms of order E
have their origin in diagrams of the type shown in Fig.
lb. The numerical coefficients multiplying these singu-
lar terms are expressed in terms of low-energy pion
scattering amplitudes. The coefficients in front of the

FIG. 1

analytic terms cannot be connected with other physical
quantities—in such considerations these coefficients
must be considered as unknown constants. Along with
the singular terms one calculates in this fashion unam-
biguously all imaginary parts of the amplitude due to
rescattering of the produced pions. It turns out that for
scattering lengths of the pions of the order m^1 the
singular terms do not substantially affect the spectrum
of pions in the decay K+ —• n*ir*ir~ and the decay probabil-
ity may still be described in the entire region with suffi-
cient accuracy by a formula of the type
A2[l + 2a/m2

r (S12 — So)] • By contrast in the spectra of
K+ — Tr°TJ°n* and K20 — n*Ti~n0 the contribution of the
singular terms is more significant and at the edges of
the spectrum one may note substantial deviation from
the linear character. In c u ] , data were collected on the
decays K1 — v r W and Km — Tr*n'ir0, obtained by various
authors (altogether 6000 events). Deviation from the
linear character was observed. This, apparently, means
that the scattering lengths of pions are not small and
that in the analysis of the K —• 3IT decays it is necessary
to take into account singularities due to the rescattering
of the produced pions.

1. CP-PARITY NONCONSERVING INTERACTIONS IN
THE DECAYS K — 3w

An experimental study of the decays K — 3n makes it
possible to determine whether CP is violated in mil l i-
weak interactions with conservation of space parity.

For milliweak interactions with AY = ± 1 (Y being the
hypercharge), that violate CP we shall use the notation
MW£ . P = ± shows whether space parity is conserved
(+) or not (—) in the given interaction. The subscript AT
indicates nonconservation of isotopic spin. For exam-
ple, MWI/2 denotes a milliweak interaction with conser-
vation of space parity and the selection rule AY = ± 1,
A T = ± l / 2 .

The milliweak interaction with space parity change
and the super weak interaction of Wolfenstein1123 do not
contribute to the 3JT-decay of the Kr meson, and in the
decay of neutral K mesons they contribute only via

„ weak , , MW"
processes Ki0 hadrons
„ MW" , , weak „ „ Tjr

K20 hadrons K10 — 3TT, K I 0

K20 —* 3ir,

superweak

3ir, K20
superweak

K10 —- 377. If we define the long-
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lived and the short-lived components by means of equa-
tions KL = K10 + eK;>o and Kg = K20 + eKio, then in the
matrix elements describing the decays Ki0 and K20 it is
no longer necessary to take into account the transitions
K10 —- K2o and K20 — Ki0: they are completely taken into
account by the mixing parameter e. In this manner
the direct transitions Ki0 —• 3TT and K20 — 3JT under the
influence of the milliweak interaction with a change in
space parity and the superweak interaction of Wolfen-
stein need not be considered.

The magnitude of the interactions MWl/2 and MW3/2
relative to the weak (in the following such ratios will be
denoted by r^ r J should not exceed 10~3. Should that not
be the case tnen the interactions MWl/2 and MW3/2 would
give rise to an excessive violation of CP in the decay
. . „ . , , „ weak , , MWI/2,3/2
KL —• 27T via the process K20 hadrons '
Klo —* 2n. The interactions MW5/2 and MW7/2 do not con-
tribute to such transitions. We shall see, however, that
from experiments on the measurement of the ratios of
probabilities for the decays K* — TTYTT and K~ — it'ir'n*
analogous limitations follow also for the interactions

3 + S 4 ^N-3MW*77/2- 10" 10"

2. NONCONSERVATION OF CP PARITY IN THE DE-
CAYS K? — 3i7

The amplitudes for the decays K* — ir*ir*ir~ and K+

— 7T°T7°77* have the form

11+*-?—-Ik* - ^
I + m\ V 12 2 }

+ i(k,3 + k23) [-3-«o +-3-"2 +-jP(«2 — «o)J + • • • } 1

(1)

+ iA12[i-ao + |-a2
o + -|p-1(a2 - a 0 ) ] + i (ku +k23) a2+ . . .} •

(2)

where k^ is the relative momentum of the TT mesons
(the indices 1 and 2 refer to identical pions),
p = X007A++". The first two terms in the curly braces
are the analytic terms in the expansion of the amplitude
(S12 — So = 4k?2 — 2m7fE), the following terms are singular
of order E1 /2 , due to diagrams of the type Fig. la. The
dots refer to further terms: singular of order E, due to
diagrams of the type Fig. lb, singular of order E3/2 etc.
There is a rule for going over from the amplitude for
the decay of the K* meson to the amplitude for the de-
cay of the K7 meson in the case of CP nonconservation.
As was already stated, owing to the interaction of the
produced pions the decay amplitude has singularities in
s j e (for Sje = 4m2). Moreover, the amplitude has also
singularities in M2^ (due to the transitions K-* irirn
— 7T7T7T, K — 77717 ~~ 777T77). The physical amplitude for the
decay is taken on the upper edge of the cuts due to these
singularities, i.e., for s i e + i t , M2^ + ie (e — +0) (Fig.
2). The decay amplitude has imaginary parts due to the
possible real processes, as well as imaginary parts due
to violation of CP. On going over from the amplitudes
for the decay of the K* to the amplitudes for the decay
of the K~ meson one must change the sign of only those
imaginary parts that are due to violation of CP, and the
imaginary parts due to real processes should have their
sign unchanged. Therefore on going over from the decay

FIG. 2

amplitude for the K* meson to the decay amplitude for
the K" meson one should go from values s^e + ie, Mjr
+ ie to values s i e - ie, Mfj - ie, as is shown in Fig. 2
(thus changing the sign of the imaginary parts connected
with real processes), and then take the complex conju-
gate of the amplitude*.

It is thus seen that if the inry channel is neglected the
amplitudes for the decay of the K" mesons are obtained
from Eqs. (1) and (2) by complex conjugation of the con-
stants A and a (and, consequently, p).

It then follows from Eqs. (l) and (2) that the following
expressions hold for the ratios of total decay probabili-
ties:

W (K+ • n+it+ji-). 256

W (K-

W {K* -*• n0ji0it+)
W (K~

n»n"n^) _ , 1UZ4 y -

(ao — a2) Imp, (3)

(a0 — a,)Imp. (4)

The quantity p is defined by the ratio of the two am -
plitudes of the T decay at zero energy. In that case both
the spatial and the charge parts of the wave function of
the three pions should be completely symmetric, so that
they must be in the state with T = 1 or T = 3. If the de-
cay interaction belongs to the class MWl/2,3/2, then only
the first state may be formed. In that case p = %, so
that Im p = 0. In fact a nonzero Im p may arise here due
to the virtual electromagnetic interaction, which has an
additional factor of smallness «10 2 . In the cases of
MW5/2 and MW*7/2 the state with T = 3 is allowed and
Im p / 0. The interactions MWl/2,3/2 can also give rise
to a nonzero Im a*+~ and Im a00*. Analogous calculations
show however that the contribution of the terms propor-
tional to Im a"" and Im a00* is small: in the total proba-
bilities the coefficients in front of these imaginary parts
are of order 10"2. The experimental data on the ratios
of the probabilities of the decays

' = 1.005 ± 0.009 «, 1,0004 + 0.0021 "
W (K- -+• n-.i-rt+)

show that the interactions MW5/2 and MW7/2 should be of
order 10"3 or less of the weak interaction. An increase
in the experimental accuracy in these experiments by
an order of magnitude is of great interest.

+ - 0
JT 7T 7T3. CHARGE ASYMMETRY IN THE DECAY KL

The system 77*7T~7r° may exist in states with total iso-
spin equal to 0, 1, 2 and 3. The states with total isospin
0 and 2 have positive parity with respect to CP, and the

"This rule has a general character. The only difference in the gen-
eral case has to do with the fact that in such a procedure we go over to
the amplitude containing antiparticles with all spin projections replaced
by their opposites.
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Table I. ( r ^ T stands for the ratio of the
"forces" of the interaction MW^rp and

the weak interaction, M stands for a
characteristic mass of the order
nij.—^m îaijj is the pion mass)).

x/x

Bo-/X

MW\/2

~'t/2

rl/2
* M«

r+

~ 1 0 ~№

.wwJ/2

~~ r3/2

_4/2
~~ Af2

MW5/2

"~ r5/2

4/2

MWy2

— r7/2

states with total isospin 1 and 3 have negative CP parity.
The amplitude with T = 0 is completely antisymmetric
in the energies of the n mesons and therefore the first
term in the expansion contains the small factor
(Kf2 - K?3) (K?2 - Kls) (Kf3 - Kls). The amplitude with
T = 2 is antisymmetric in the energies of the TC and the
it', therefore the first term in its expansion has the fac-
tor (K?3 -Klj) (the indices 1, 2 and 3 refer to respec-
tively the 7r+, TT and n° meson). The expansion of the
amplitude with T = 1 and T = 3 in a series in the energy
of the pions starts with a constant term, as in the case
of the decay of the K*. This expansion for the decay
K20 —• 7r+77~77° has the form

A (K20 -> «+«-«•) = X« {1 + ^ [ AJ, - *gi)

0 ('"12 '"13/ \ "1

(5)

here the first term (proportional to A*"0) describes
transitions with conservation of CP into states with
total isospin 1 and 3, and the second (proportional to Bi)
and third (proportional to Bo) —transitions with a change
in CP into states with isospins 2 and 0. The constants
A*"0, a*"0, Bi and Bo are real. The real constant
a = AOOO/A+'° equals —3 in the absence of transitions with
AT = % and AT = 72. In Eq. (5), as in Eqs. (l) and (2),
only singular terms arising from diagrams of type
Fig. la are taken into account, and singularities due to
diagrams of the type Fig. lb etc. are omitted.

The amplitude for the transition K i0 — v^ii'v0 is ob-
tained from Eq. (5) by the replacement A*'0 — iA*"0, a*"0

— a+"°, BJ — — iAj, Bo — -iA0 where the new constants
A*"0, a+~°, A2 and Aj are also real. The term proportional
to A**0 is due to transitions into states with total iso-
spins 1 and 3 with change in CP, the term proportional
to A2 describes transitions with CP conservation into
states with isospin 2 (AT = % and AT = %), and the term
proportional to Ao—into states with isospin 0 (with
conservation of CP and AT = %).

The charge asymmetry in the decay
equals (KL = K20 + eKio)

W (A\ > E.)—\V (£+ < £.) __

+ - 0
= n 7T v

E_)+W<

> [-3- «o + y «2 + -3- o (a2 ~ flo)J -
n^(0.05n2 ;-0.04a2) B~ -- A* Iin e) |.

(6)

Table II. (ao and a2 are scattering lengths of pions in the
states with isospin 0 and 2, m^ is the pion mass, M is

a characteristic mass of the order m_ —5m_)

Inter-

type

Wolfen-
stein's
super-
weak

MW'li2

MW\r,

MWrsr,

MWi,.,

Ratio ot
thet'forces"

of the
interaction
violating
CPand
the weak

interaction

< 10-3

<:io-3

<-10-3

=eio-3

•i 10-3

\V (K+ -* n+.
VV ( K - -» .T-J

0

0

0

^ 10-!

^ | " 0 — "2

* l ° 0 —"2

rt-Jt-)

4/2

m .T r 5 /2

mn-rijn

Asymmetry
»" (Ex > E_) - W (Ex < E_)
W (£'+ > H-) + W <£+< E-)
in the decay KL -* n^n-n"

^ (10-1 ^ 1 0 - 6 ) -m-

tn'L
% (10-4-^10-5) " j p -

*(io->-=-io-6)-^r

^ (io-< H- io-5) -^ f r -t-

1 ' 3 /2 JW2

^ (10-4 ^_ 1 0 - 5 ) _ ^ _ M

, , ™3,«o
1 ' 5 /2 Af2

* ( 1 0 - 1 - J - 1 0 - 5 ) - ^

Magnitude of amplitude
a of the oscillations in
the time dependence of
the decay K->ff+ff'ir°

=f 10-3

^ 10-3

=KlO-3

^ 10-3

% to-3

^ 10-3 :

-. \"0 — "2\m*rt/2

=K 10-3 .;.

- 1 «0 — "2 1 ™nr7/2
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The amplitude Ao is due to transitions with CP conser-
vation and AT = %, therefore A0/A*~° ~ M~6, where M is
some "characteristic" mass. No experimental esti-
mates of the quantity Aj (i.e. the quantity M) exist. It is
apparently reasonable to suppose that M » m^ — Sm^:
the "characteristic" mass which makes the coefficient
of k? 2 -Em, /2 in Eqs. (l) and (2) dimensionless is of
order m,,., however, it is not impossible that for other
coefficients this mass is substantially larger. The
ratio of the amplitudes A%/x*'° ~ (lO^-lCT^M"2. The
factor of smallness of order 10"1—10~2 is due to the fact
that the amplitude A\ describes transitions with violation
of the AT = % rule. Estimates for the amplitudes Bi
and Bo for violation of CP by the interactions MWl/2,
MWl/2, MW5/2 and MW*7/2 are given in Table I. The addi-
tional factor of smallness of order 10~2 in the amplitude
Bi in the case of the interaction MWl/2 is due to the fact
that this interaction leads to transitions into the state
with total isospin 2 only in the presence of a virtual
photon. An analogous reason is responsible for the ap-
pearance of additional factors of smallness in other
cases.

Estimates of the size of the charge asymmetry

for various types of interactions violating CP are given
in Table II. It is seen that for an arbitrary variant of
CP violation the charge asymmetry should be small—of
order 10"4-10 5.

4. THE TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE DECAY PROBA-
BILITY OF THE K° OR K° MESON INTO JJVJT 0

The time dependence of the decay of the K° or K°
meson into 7T+7f IT0 is described by the following formula
(the sign "+" refers to the decays of the K° mesons, the
sign "->' to the decays of the K° meson):

W± (ji+n-n0) -

± 2LH
W(

. e-t/x.

cp = arg \ d<Z>A* (KL —» jt+jrji°) A (Ks •

where Jd* is the integral over the phase space of the
pions, t is the time, m = m-^ — mg. Oscillations in the
time dependence are due to the last term. The ampli-
tude of these oscillations may be obtained starting from
Eq. (5) and from the analogous formula for the decay
K + - 0

10 — * 77 77 7T .

. - 2 J , d®A* (KL - +ji-nO) A (Ks - JlO)|

(8)

It is seen that in an arbitrary variant of the interaction
the oscillations to be expected are of order 10"3 (see
Table II).
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